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Millican: tells of project in VC series 
FTU' s future now topic 
of role and scope study 
recently decided to reassess each -Saying "we have a morale 
By DANA EAGLES university's position in the problem" among faculty 
Editor-In-Chief system. He said the first two members, Millican said after his 
HAPPY DEAS, A TADPOLE WATER POLO PLAYER, 
. expre~es grim determination as she attempts to slip a goal 
past TYES sorority goalie Joanie Gorman. Ms. Deas attempt 
wa8 unsucce~ful and TYES won the game 9-7. For more 
intramural sports coverage, see page 11. 
T · ~ i - ,, .- • 
u 
"Where do we go from here?" 
i.s the question. university 
officials are asking themselves as 
they reevaluate FTU's role and 
scope as a university, according 
to President Charles N. Millican. 
Millican, speaking to students 
and staff on the topic "The 
Future of FTU in the State 
University System" was the first 
FTU executive featured in the 
"Meet Your Administrator" 
series. 
Sponsored by the Village . 
Center, and informal discussion 
sessions with Millican and his 
vice-presidents are scheduled for 
each friday in May . 
· Millican said the Board of 
Regents conducted a first role 
- and scope stu4y in 1968-69, and 
FL9RIDA TECHN-01.;0GlC"AL UNIVE~SITY. 
. Vol. 8 Frlda.v. May 14, 1976 No. 27 
BOR cuts enrollment 5 pct., 
opposes graduate lottery bill 
By HOLLY CRISWELL improvements are needed in graduate admission procedures and urged the BOR to form a task force 
to investigate the matter and recommend necessary 
changes. 
Staff Writer 
TALLAHASSEE-The Board of Regents voted 
Monday to set university enrollment levels for the 
fall quarter at 95 per cent of present enrollment 
levels. 
On1y regents Jack McGriff and Marshall Harris 
spoke in favor of Hardman's suggestion and agreed 
the board whould form a task force. 
York commented on two other education bills. 
In December, the regents voted to cut 
enrollments at state universities by 10 per cent. 
However, board Chairman Marshall Criser ·said 
Monday enough funds are available in the 
appropriations bills now being considered by the 
legislature to insure only a 5 per cent cut. 
State University System Chancellor E. T. York 
said at the meeting he opposes the graduate 
admissions "lottery bill" proposed by Sen. Dempsey 
He said legislative consideration of several bills that 
would place one or more students on the BOR and 
·reduce the terms of board members have "reached a 
critical stage." He added he strongly opposes both 
items. 
See related editorial page 4 
Barron. -
"Legislative intrusion" ~s one reason cited by 
York for taking a negative stand on the bill which 
proposes to alter graduate admissions standarda and 
calls for 10 per cent of the students to be admitted 
on a lottery basis. 
York said the BOR supports the concept of 
utilizing student imput through the SCSBP, but "a 
student regent would violate the basic concept that 
the BOR shall be representative of the public 
generally and not of a special interest group," he 
added. 
Hardman said he was not surprised by York's 
opposition to issues favored by the council. "It's 
easy to deal with the student in the system if you're 
1 
unaware of their needs," he said. 
State Council of Student Body Presidents 
(SCSBP) Chairman Jim Hardman addressed the 
BOR on the isslie. He said the council feels 
~m:a:a:llll SOOOO-E Y !'! ! m:m:m:a:am:mlll:ll:llllll 
Photo by M,-ron Carden 
"800-EY SOO-EY, HOG 
HOG HOG," was the cry 
given by Rick Lanham as 
he unofficially broke the · 
world's shouting record 
recently. Lanham, who 
describes himself as "a 
5-foot-seven gutty 
freshman," broke the old 
mark of . 111 decibels 
listed in the Guinness 
Book of World Records 
by hog calling at a level 
of 112.5 decibels. He 
now must send proof of 
the mark to the Guinness 
authors to gain official 
recognition. The record 
was set in a Speech 101 
class. Jeff Butler, course 
instructor, commented, 
"Before this cla~, he was 
only able to speak in a 
whisper." 
phases of the study have been gripe sessions with college 
completed, evaluating such areas faculty members last week he 
as the university's academic has a better idea of what the 
program and student body problems are. He said faculty 
composition. In the final ph~se members have been apprehensive 
of the study, administrators. are about airing their dissatisfactions 
determining FTU's goals. to · university administrators, 
The president, dressed perhaps for fear of losing _their 
casually in an open-necked shirt, jobs. . 
told the group of about 35 "I don't understand why they 
p e r s o ns -t h a t F T U ' s felt that way. I just know they 
location-near the spaceport, did. Maybe they still do." He 
Walt Disney World and said, however, that he has never 
Orlando-must be .taken into ·held against a student or 
consideration when outlining the instructor the fact that they 
university's future. have criticized him or the 
Millican said it has been university. 
predicted th.at cities in Central - Millican encouraged 
Florida may grow until one students to bring their views 
uninterrupted urban area concerning tenuring of 
stretches from Daytona Beach professors to him, and he would 
on the east coast to St. see that they are directed to the 
Petersburg on the west. proper university groups. 
"This does not mean what -The loss of faculty members 
happens in this area is the only is occurring because of two 
thing that determines where we major reasons, according to the 
go from here,'' Millican said, president. First, revenue 
noting the importance of also shortfalls have prevented salary· 
determining what FTU should increases to instructors, and 
do as an educational institution secondly, departing professors 
apart from responding to the have been given salary offers 
community it serves. FTU could not compete with 
On other matters: under any circumstances. 
- Millican was asked by -On a philosophical note, 
Village Center Program Director Millican said, "I think everybody 
Vicki Roussman if the original needs a college education who's 
concept of the university's qualified to take advantage of 
physical layout-having five it," responsing to a question 
"villages," each with its own about a recent Newsweek story 
village center-was still viable. examining the declining value of 
Millican said the plan was "still having a college degree in the job 
entirely possible. We have not market. · 
forsaken it. We have not violated "I think it's important to 
the basic concept of that and we learn how to make a better 
don't intend· to." living," Millican reflected. "But I 
Millican also said with the _ also think it's important to 
state's economic downturn, know how to build a better 
auditorium facilities would be 1 if e.'' He recommended 
slow in coming. He said larger becoming qualified in more than 
state universities have waited one vocational area. 
decades to get such buildings, Four sessions remain in the 
although· that does not mean series. Today, Dr. W. Rex 
FI'U will have to wait as long. Brown, vice-president for 
-Millican said state revenues Student Affairs, will speak and 
are inadequate to meet a answer questions on housing, 
growing state's need for capital health insurance, · financial aid, . 
expenditures. He said the state's Student Government, minority 
underfunding of education was a groups and othei: topics from 11 
main reason the Council of a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Student 
Presidents organized the Organizations Lounge. 
. "Report to the People" The schedule for- the 
program-talks with citizens in remainder of the serieshas been 
Florida cities on problems facing changed. Vice-President for 
the university system. Academic Affairs C.B. Gambrell 
He said he thought attitudes will speak May 21 and 
on increasing taxes to support vice-presidents John P. Goree 
higher education are changing, and William K. Grasty for 
but said he could not ascertain business affairs and community 
to what degree. relations respectively, will be · 
featured May 28. 
Staff council 
members selected 
The FTU Staff Assembly met 
Tuesday afternoon and 
announced the new staff council 
members for 1976-77. 
The new members from 
Business Affairs are Jeanne 
Kubick~ Arthur Stout, and 
Nettie Hiatt. Those from 
Academic Affairs are J. C. 
Kinsey, Adele Svensen and 
Ginny Stout. From Student 
Affairs are Betty King, Nadine 
Weekes and Brent Reed, and 
from the President's Office, 
Janice Fitzgerald. 
The guest speaker was. Board 
of Regent Betty Anne Staton. 
She discussed how career service 
people were affected by the 
actions of the BOR. 
Also discussed was the bill 
now pending in the Florida 
Legislature· that would give an 
across-the-board pay raise of 
$350 per year to all career 
seriice employes and up to 2 per 
cent merit increases. 
Summer tuition 
won 't decrease 
Contrary to an apparently 
widespread belief, tuition fees 
will not decrease this summer. 
Fees will remain at the present 
levels: $14 per credit hour 
(lower division), $15 (upper 
division), $20 (graduate courses) 
and $22 (theses and 
dissertations). 
Pending legislative approval, 
the summer fees will be lowered 
in 1977 to $9 per credit hour 
(lower division) and $10 (upper 
division), while the graduate and 
theses fees would increase to 
$22 and $24 respectively. 
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Could elimi_nate-program . TRY NEW 
FTU · librli!Y media students meet 
with officials about budget cuts 
HUNTERS DEN 
Beer; Wine, Pool, Games 
Happy Hours 
4 P·ll)· to 6 p.m. 
1.se draft 
- Hernandez said Monday he received many phone calls from 
By DANA EAGLES agreeed with Phillips that uslng media students worried that the 
which- the program is offered. in Zayres Shopping Center 
436 & East 50 (Colonial) 
Editor-In-chief adjuncts rather than a full-time program might be scrapped next 
She said most of those 
enrolled in the program have 
already written to legislators, . Phone 277-9719 
Library media students in the 
College of Education met with 
college. officials in a crowded 
classroom last week, concerned 
about rumors and speculation 
that possible budget cuts in the 
.State University Syst.em would 
eliminate the media program 
from the college's offerings. 
Dr. David E. Hernandez, 
chairman of the Teaching 
Analysis Department, told the 
students that while the 
economic situation "doesn't 
look real bright" any proposals 
made by the legislature were 
only tentative. 
"There will probably be some 
cutback in education due to the 
declining birth rate and the 
lower demand for teachers," 
Hernandez said, but said nothing 
wilf be certain until the 
legislature finishes work on next 
fiscal year's budget. 
Hernandez advised the group 
to write their legislators, saying 
the legislators do not listen to 
faculty members, but Will list.en 
to students. 
"They may not understand 
education needs and they may. 
They may not understand reality 
and they may. But every one of 
them understands pre9inct· 
returns," Hernandez said. 
One of the program's two 
instructors, Mrs. Janice Fennell, -
is taking a leave of absence to 
work on a doctorate. Hernandez 
said because of anticipated 
budget cuts, plans do not call for 
her being replaced with a 
full-time instructor next year. 
Instead, EDLS 380, an 
advanced environmental studies · 
course, will be ~liminated next 
ye a r, Richard Cornell, the 
program's other instructor, will 
not be required to teach an 
advanced enviro11mental studies 
course he _now teaches .and two 
library media courses will be 
taught-by adjunct instructors. 
Hernandez said Monday Mrs. 
Fennell 's position is guaranteed 
to her when she returns. 
Lee Phillips, a graduate 
student"in the program, told the 
group the library media course 
had improved greatly in the past 
two years by having a second 
instructor. He said he doubted 
the possibiljty of having a good 
program by having only 
adjuncts to fill Mrs. Fennel's 
vacated -position. 
Rollins to offer1' 
two progra"f!IS 
in language 
Rollins College is offering two 
summer language programs this 
year~ one on- Rollins' campus 
and the other abroad in either 
France or Mexico /Guatemala. 
The first session, from July. 6 
until July 24, will be held -at 
Rollins and will offer an 
intensive care program in French 
and -Spanish languages and 
civilization. In addition, the 
courses Special Methods ·of 
Foreign Language ·Instruction 
and English as a Sec,:ond 
Language will be offered. If 
there is sufficient demand, 
elementary conversation courses 
in Arabic, French, Spanish, 
German and Portugese will be 
taught. 
For -more inf ormatfon, 
contact Dr. Elinnor S. Miller in 
the Department of Foreign 
Languages at Rollins College, 
4;A,;; 2000 ovtonc:'inn ?Q77 
instructor "wouldn't benefit the year. 
program." But he stressed that Ms. Thompson, estimating 
all plans for dealing with budget . that 95 per cent of FI'U's 
cuts are tentative. students are commuters, said 
The meeting was called by the media students couldn't attend 
Library Media Association, an Florida State University in 
organiz~tion made up of library Tallahassee or Florida Atlantic 
media majors. Betty Thompson, University in Boca Raton, the 
association president, said she only other state universitie~ at __ 
FTU grad seeks . 
county election post 
"There is a sk~pticism among of the _ 0 range County 
the American people now due to D e m o c r a t i c Exe cut i v e 
· Watergate. I feel the people of Committee. 
Orange County are ready for a Wright feels that the 
change," ' said FTU graduate incumbent Dixie Barber, who 
Colin Wright, who hopes to be has held the office for 24 years, 
elected Orange County is not totally responsive to the 
. supervisor of elections in public's requests. 
January. "Mrs. Barber ·has shown a-
W right, 28, graduated in reluctance to release registration 
December with a bachelor of books to the public," said 
science degree in political Wright, nor has enough work 
s~ience. He served as Student been done, in his opinion, to 
Government attorney general increase the number of . 
from April 1975 · to December registered voters in Orange 
1975 and is currently a member County. 
COLIN WRIGHT 
-Seeks electio~eo~~~ 
-
Wright says voters need to be 
educated as to their rights and. 
that books have not been 
opened freely in the past. 
"The number of registered 
voters is dwindling,,, said Wright 
who plans to enter the Masters 
,program at FTU if he loses the 
,election. 
Brown speaks 
today ·in VC 
Dr. W. Rex Brown, vice-
president for Student Affairs, 
will speak and answer questions 
on housing, health insurance, 
financial aid and minority group 
relations on campus today at 11 
a.m. in the Student 
Organizations Lounge. 
protesting bu~get cuts. 
Recipe #456. 78cR 
THE 
IA.xco Fizz: 
* 2 oz. Jose Cuervo Tequila 
*juice from one lime (or 2 tbsp.) 
* 1 tsp. sugar 
* 2 dashes orange bitters 
* White of one egg 
* A glass is quite helpful, too. 
~ ... T--. 
---·--· 
AIAA slates 
first meeting 
for May 2'1. WANTED 
The first meeting of the FI'U. 
chapter of Am rican Institute of 
Astronautics an'd Aeronautics 
will be May 27 in · ENGR 153 
from noon until 1 p.m. 
According to Thomas Wilson, 
one of the club organizers~ the 
organization will strive to have 
more aerospace engineering 
courses offered at FTU. 
Dues for the club are $7 
yearly. 
~Ip your 
tleoft-
Help youi: ~ 
Heatt Fund \JJ 
PERSONS TO FILL MIDDLE. MANAGEMENT 
' . 
·POSITIONS TRAINED IN . THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS . 
.. 
ADMtNISTRAT10N, .fl_NE ARTS, "OR .ENGINEERING~ 
JOB OPENINGS IN EUROPE,. -THE .FAR EAST, · AND 
. THE_ UNITED STATES. BEGINNING SALARY OF 
$11,000.00 A YEAR THIRTY ·DAYS YEARLY PAID 
VACATION, COMPLETE MEDICAL AND DENTAL 
INSU~ANCE, 'AND COMPANY SPONSORED 
SCHOOLING. 
For more information .C~ntact Captain Jeff Johnson, Army ROTC, 
904-734-4121, extension 215, or c~ Rick Payne at 273-7046 
or Martin Stanton at 273-3148. 
.. 
• 
.. .. 
Walsh to change .· 
cabinet structure 
By JOHN CATTANO 
Staff Writer 
• Rick Walsh, president-elect of 
the student body, has decided 
the most effective way to 
structure his administration will 
be employing four "executive 
assistants," as opposed to the 
"task force" currently used by . 
Student Body President Gary 
Andersen. 
The role of these assistants 
will be - to ''research the 
programs we will propose so that 
we will be fully prepared when 
we present programs" to groups 
ranging from FTU 
administrators to officials and 
· legislators in Tallahassee. 
t.emporarily employing a person 
to look into a specific program, 
and are paid according to the 
difficulty of the task. Walsh said. 
his assistants will be continually 
· employed. "I want our proposals 
to be back up by facts and 
st.atistics; and that will take 
full-time work," h~ --
According to W_alsh, his 
assist.ants will be paid because 
"No one will want to do the 
amount of work they will be 
doing without some kind of 
. compensation." 
A.ft.er looking at student 
government organizations at 
various other state universities, 
Walsh decided against ·special 
departments headed by one 
person because "they are 
obviously ineffective." 
RICK WALSH 
Four executive assistants 
CAMPUS 
: May 14;1976-Page 3. 
Indian club seeks 
Tnoney for library· fund 
The FTU American Indian Organization is proposing the 
establishment library fund that would add materials such as national 
Indian publications and historical journals to the FTU library. 
According to Grace Langlotz, president of the organization, plans 
for the fund will begin this summer if student Gove,rnmen t approves 
the organization's budget. 
Anyone int.erested in obtaining more information on .this project or 
any upcoming event may contact Dr. P~ml Wehr, associate professor of 
fiistory, at 275-2224. 
_ .. Trintnters' dentonstration 
slated for . Wednesday 
The lat.est hair creations for the active college or working woman 
will be demonstrated during Ivey's Trimmers' Show, sponsored by 
· Zeta Tau Alpha sorority, from 11 a.m. to-2: 30 p_. m. ne.xt Wednesday 
on the Village Center Green. 
Stylists will trim audience volunteers' manes and two complete 
make-overs· will be performed. Half price haircuts will be given from 
2: 30 to 4 p.m. 
I 
The structure of Walsh's . 
administration will differ from 
Andersen's in that all the 
assistants will work together on 
the same project. Andersen's 
"task force" consists of 
Walsh, who takes office on 
May 28, will be in~rviewing 
prospective assistants the first 
week of his administration. 
' . 
-FTU Foundation goal 
'betterment of univerSity' 
., :~~!~:!.~~q.~,W.!nPh~~~~~ ~l ~9:. 
Insurance Coverage WiJh Confidence 
Auto Insurance . Rates· Going Up? 
By MYRON CARDEN 
Associate Editor 
Suppose you were a faculty 
member and you wanted a rare 
species of tree for your new 
greenhouse but had no idea of 
how to get the tree. What would 
you do? 
You might do what one FTU 
professor did: contact the FTU 
Foundation and let them do the 
dirty work. 
"The FTU Foundation is a 
non-profit, tax-exempt 
corporation, set up for the 
purpose of receiving and 
disbursing private gifts for the 
betterment of the university as a 
whole," said Dr. William K. 
_Grasty, . vice-president for 
community relations and 
foundation executive direcfor. 
Since 1968, when the 
foundation started, the 
corporation has taken in over $1 
million in gifts and equipment. 
"This includes dollars, stocks 
and bonds, and equipment from 
television sets to boats," Grasty 
added. 
Despite the financial 
downturn of the last few years, 
grasty said donations -increased 
15 per cent from 1974 to 1975 
for a total of more than 
$200,000. 
When asked about the relative 
productivity of the foundation, 
Grasty said, "Considering our 
newness, we do well, but 
compared to the University of 
Florida or Harvard, we don't 
look good, at.all." -
Foundation President W. A. 
McCree Jr. had another 
viewpoint. · "Institutionally,. the 
image of FI'U in the community 
is great. However, the 
foundation itself is· not 
well-known. We are in the 
process instituting a program to 
· make it well:known-which 
should mean more money for 
the foundations. 
The · fou.ndation also handles 
the disbursement of 
scholarships, 43 of which are 
handed out directly through the 
foundation, others of which are 
given out by Student Financial 
Aid. "There's a false impression 
that 43 are all we hand out" 
Grasty added. 
The foundation is managed by 
a 41-member board of directors 
including an executive board. In 
addition to MrCree, a 
construction executive, officers , 
include retired banker Henry C. 
Coleman, banker W. T. Wallace 
and lawyer William H. Dial, ·all 
vice-presidents. Former state 
senator L. K. Edwards is 
secretary-treasurer. 
The directors "contact other 
people in the community in 
seeking out gifts and equipment 
and also make. decisions ·abo'ut 
conducting campaigns to raise 
funds," Grasty explained. 
Grasty holds the position of 
executive director of the 
foundation as part of his duties 
as community relations 
vice-president. "I handle all 
day-to-day affairs of the 
.. foundation-however, I make no 
' major decisions. I see we violate 
no laws and also receive all gifts 
and equipment - which is my 
pril_!lary job," Grasty said. 
'I 
Grasty is lavish in his praise of 
other ·university employees and 
their assistance to the 
· foundation. "The faculty and 
staff are a ~emendous assist to 
the foundation. The foundation 
is itself a vehicle, yet the faculty 
member is sometimes the best 
person to know where to get an 
it.em," he said. 
Grasty added that the 
foundation contributes "in some 
fashion to every area' 'of the 
u·ruversity." Faculty · "~research 
projects, the buildiilg: of the 
Child Care Center and the 
cleanup of Lake Claire have all 
been helped ruong in some way 
by the foundation, he said. 
Public Information Photo 
FTU FOUNDATION PRESIDENT W.A. McCREE, ·JR. 
awards a plaque and a- $250 cheek to the "Researcher of the . 
Year,'. Dr. Charles D. Dziuban, associate professor of 
education, and the "Teacher of the Year," Dr. Ronald S. 
Rubi.ii, assistant professor. of' business adminisfralion. Thls :is 
just one of the many functions of the FTU Foundation. 
·vouth Programs, Inc. Volun.teer training 
~se_ssions, 
l09 N·. Park Ave~ Sanford 
7:30 p.m. Monday, 
May 10 and 
7:30 p.m·. Monday, 
May 17th 
ls-t training-: · 1 2nd training . . 
For more information 
cont~ct __ Janet __ Lunde supervisor 
. . 
Seminal- ~unty 3TJ-87_60 
1 • 
_, ' .. ' : 
. ;; 
Want A Quote? 
See or Call Bill Wolfe 
or Harvey Winchest~r 
Your. Local lndependent_Agent~ · 
I 
-~ 
' 
•TOP LPs - $3.98 -
e 45.$ . ~ NOW· ~ · $ ·.96 
•AUDIO At OISCOit~T 
''CENTRAL FLORIDA'S LARGEST 
RECORD & AUD10 STORES"' 
•COLONIAL PLAZA'CSouthMall) ••••• · _-. ORLANDO 
. e WINTER PARK MALL • • • • • • • • • • WINTER PARK 
e ALTAMONTE MALL (Low.r L~O • ~ • ~ ALTAMONTE 
¥OU .CAN EAT 
.. ' 
I ELLWOOD 
COR~ FESTIVAL 
-MAY 29-30 
; I 
. . 
BOR jumps gun 
. . . . . 
zn setting caps 
The Florida Board of 
Regents (BOR) voted 
Monday to hold 
enrollments fall quarter . to 
95 per cent of current levels 
instead of at the 90-per cent 
mark voted in December. 
This change in plans, .they 
explain, is based on the 
assumption that the money 
pinch at state universities 
will not be as critical as it 
was once thought. 
The 5 per cent deferment 
would give the state's nine 
universit'ies a total 
enrollment · of about 
107 ,000 students, roughly 
7, 000 fewer than now 
enrolled. 
John Bolte, association 
vice president for · academic 
affairs said the cutback 
would mean FTU will be 
allowed to · enroll about 
10,000 students in the fall 
quarter, ·about 1,000 more 
than is enrolled ·this quarter. 
· While this action is good 
news for student there is no 
rationale for the early 
decision. To begin. with, 
legislative funding bills are 
still being reviewed }?y 
house and senate 
appropriation committees. 
Since a workable 
enrollment cap is dependent 
on available state funding, .. 
the percentage of deferment 
may have to be revised 
when a final budget 
agreement .is reached. 
Secondly, a 5 per cent 
deferral will result in only a 
modest savings. 
The regents must be 
lauded for taking po.sitive 
action toward the financial 
crisis. Reducing enrollment 
has shown they ·are taking 
the · faculty into 
consideration by not 
denying long deserved pay 
increases. They have also 
shown an interest in 
stud en ts by recognizing .the 
possibility for a reduction 
of enrollment cutbacks. 
Nevertheless, the regents 
have jumped the gun. A 
better solution would be to 
wait for the .- final budget 
before ·setting the cap.,,.. 
-THE EDITORIAL BOARD 
·J-uture---.... 
COMMENT 
Page 4:._May.14, 1976 -
'Meaning~ess degree~ 
leads to une1nployrnent-
Dear Editor: 
I imagine that I ·will only be 
one of many who will reply . to 
the letter · from the 
"near-graduate" with the 
"meaningless" degree.- I'm also 
about to graduate in June and 
my degree means a hell of a lot 
' to me. I'd like to address a few 
remarks to my fellow graduate. 
My GPA is 3.65, but the . big 
difference between that and 
your 3. 0 is that I learned 
something while I earned my 
grades. ·Get that secret 
word .. ,.EARNED. Ready for 
another earth-shaker? I did every 
homework assignment to the · 
best of my ability. I'm not .sure 
if every one of my profs Rnew 
that, but I did buddy, I did. I'll 
frame my degree because 
looking at it will remind me of 
what I can do. You.,ll bury yours 
in a drawer lest it remind:yo~ '~'i 
opportunities lost. ;·:· .:",". :. 
Yes, opportunities lost. You 
just blew $8,000 and 5 years, as .a , 
lump of flesh sitting £iiro,µgh_ '.'
countless lectures · 'o/H'1 
unhearing ears and sightless eyes. 
You perfected a Star 'J)"ekish 
force field which neither goo.d or. 
bad profs could dent w.ith a 
theory or concept. Carrying 
those books strengthened your. 
right arm, not opening them 
didn't strengthen your . mind 
any. The clevernesS'...:.you 
exhibited in picking the right 
profs will probably also help you 
to a favorable place in · the 
unemployment line, which is 
where you 're headed, Master's 
degree or not, UNLESS ... 
Unless you wake up. Ifs not 
the grade inflation problem, the 
professors or economic 
conditions that is the problem. · 
The big problem is between your · 
Continued on page 5 
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All FTU groups mus't work 
~. . -
together toward shared goals 
In ~e p.ru?t year, the student 
body has seen Student 
Government step out and fulfill 
the rol(! it had ·always supposed 
to have: speaking as a true 
representative of students' 
interests to the administration 
and state government bodies. 
More important than .the fact 
that we sp·oke was the fact that 
they listened 
This year the challenges are 
different but just as crucial, and 
the philosophy will be the same: 
students have the ability and 
should have the right to 
participate i:n decisions that 
affect them. 
The late Sen. Robert Kennedy 
said it best: "What young people 
bring to. politic·s is the 
knowledge that there are no easy 
answers, no pat solutions, no 
permanent panaceas for the 
challenges we face ... the 
essential ingredient of progress is 
the willingness to face the 
problems of toqay with blunt 
honesty and forthright courage." 
That progress can only be met 
through cooperation of all 
segments of the university 
community. I have summed- up 
this need for a total purpose and 
coordinated efforts in a letter to 
the administration and faculty. 
The preliminary findings of . 
the opinion survey of full-time 
nine month instructional faculty 
clearly show a breakdown has 
occurred in the relationship 
between faculty . and 
administrators. As a member of 
a ·group which is in a large 
measure ignored in the survey, I 
would like to voice my opinion 
both as an interested principal 
and as a representative of the 
students here at FTU. 
Throughout the next year l 
sincerely hope to lay the 
groundwork which will 
eventually help to bridge the gap 
between the differing ~gments · 
on campus. 
The campus population has 
·been dissected, mashed, and 
-Guest 
Rick Walsh 
Student Body 
President-Elect 
.Column 
. -
scrutinized by legions of survey 
researchers, sociologists and 
psychologists. Altho.ugh the da£~ 
are potentially significant and · 
useful, the multitude of 
conflicting interpretations .of it 
has left us no longer a university, 
but 'an entity defined in terms of 
neglected and outraged students, 
demoralized and fragmentep 
faculty members, and critical, 
suspicious administrators. And 
who can blame us for being so? 
· We are all trying to do our job in 
the best way we can with the 
resources available, yet, 
. ironically, in our quest for 
similar ends, our .means have 
developed· into counterproduc-
tive conflict rather than positive 
cooperation. Imagine for a 
moment the potential if all 
groups were to channel their 
resources together and work for 
common goals. There would be 
no limit to our achievements. 
' I am confident that many of 
our goals can be integrated into 
common pursuits. It only makes 
sense that if we are all seeking 
many of the same goals, the 
university as a "whole" can be 
much more effective and 
productive thaIJ. a university of 
opposing factions. 
I ·am a firm believer in 
cooperation as opposed to 
competition. I am asking for this 
cooperation and · honest effort 
from all parties. Through our 
efforts, perhaps we can make a 
p1;'0gressive FTU a reality. Better 
yet, maybe someday we will all 
be able to say that what we are 
working for is truly "in the best 
interest of the university ... as a 
whole" rather than in the 
self-serving interests of a 
privileged few. 
I look forward to next year. 
Ed~c_ation system not to b.lame 
for 'meaningless' degree 
Dear Editor: 
My conscience is enraged by the student who claims . that the 
educational system is to blame for his meaningless degree. I can assure 
him that the . "real work-a-day world" is very similar to academia, 
although he may forever choose to live with his idyllic fantasy of 
blaming systems instead of motivation for his particular personal 
deficiencies. 
In my estimc,.te, one of the_ prime differences be"tween secondary 
school and college is that no one coerces you into taking courses or 
instructors. You are given guidelines but the main incentive and 
responsibility for studying and choosing courses is left to the student, 
as it should be. 
If one needs "Big Brother" to hold you by the hand, ma.king sure 
that your courses are sufficiently stringent and standing over your 
. shoulder to m~ke ·certain you study, then my friend you are either in 
prison or on the verge of becoming an android. It should be apparent 
by the time you are in college that education is an intrinsic discipline, 
not an axtrinsic job for doctoral taskmasters. 
I admire a student who has a 3.0 "without even opening a book." 
and I suggest that his powers of clairvoyance and 
Continued on page 5 
• 
.. Business Day, 1976-... 
... 
Photo by Steve Williams 
FOOD, VOLLEYBALL AND OTHER ACTIVITIES were the order of the day as the 
Council of Business Organizations held its second Business Day last Friday. Above, an 
exciting volleyball match is underway while at right, College of Business Administration 
Assistant Dean Walter A. Bogumil and his son Walter toss the ole' pigskin around. Below 
Ellie Beasely, Student Government Secretary and SG President, Gary Andersen, partake of 
some of the many edibles and drinkables. 
BOR staff positione 
Considered for students 
By HOLLY CRISWELL 
Staff Writer 
TALLAHASSEE -- Through 
the efforts of the State Council 
of Student Body Presidents at 
this month's meeting, state 
university students may be 
a warded full-time Board of 
Regents (BOR) staff positions. 
Several members of the 
council, including FTU 
President-elect Rick Walsh, met 
\ . . Degree 
Continued from page 4 
cognition rival Uri Gellar or 
Albert Einstein, and the world is 
in dire need of more geniuses 
like them. 
I currently have a 3. 9 GP A at 
FTU and attribute this not to 
finding easy professors, but a lot 
of reading and consistant class 
attendance. 
I;m afraid that this student 
has spent five years, and $8,000 
dollars in a system like any other 
system, that gives you back what 
you put into it. He has not only 
wasted his money, but he also 
wasted his time. 
with BOR staff member Dick 
Hulet (formerly a 
vice-chancellor) to discuss terms 
of the Council's proposal. 
According to Walsh, the BOR 
presently employes part-time 
staff members who are students . 
residing in the Tallahassee area. 
Under the new plan, students 
will work full time and be 
chosen from all nine state 
universities. · 
Walsh added Hulet responded 
I "very positively" to the idea and _ _ negotiations will be finalized in June. If adopted, the plan will allow students from all parts of 
the state to receive BOR staff 
work exp.erience. 
The Council is also working 
to amend pending legislation 
(Senate Bill 67 4) which expands 
the present student internship 
program. 
The new program, as outlined 
in the bill, will be coordinated 
through the office of the 
Education Commissioner. It 
provides internships for students 
of the state university system, 
private colleges and community · 
colleges at the local, county and 
state levels of government. 
The bill calls for students to 
be chosen by a committee set up 
by the Commissioner. The 
Council~s amendment would 
ensure placement of two 
students, the chairman of the 
council and the president of the 
F1orida Junior College Student 
·Government Association~ on the 
committee. 
Walsh said the proposed · 
amendment met with favorable 
reaction from aides to the bill's 
sponsor (Sen. Robert Grahamn) 
and added chances of the 
amendment being added to the 
bill are , "extremely good." 
BLACK HAMMOCK KENNELS 
Puppies 
& 
grooming 
Oviedo, Fla. 
365-5881 
"your pets vacation resort" 
SPECIALIZING IN THE CARE 
OF SMALL ANIMALS 
boarding · 
10% discount 
with fTU l.D. 
Owned and operated 
by 
The Pennington Family. 
. . 
Unemployment 
Continued from page 4 
own ears. If you didn't want to 
learn there was no college that 
could help you. If you don't 
want to grow up you can just 
give up now because someday 
you will fin,d yourself 50 years 
old fitting the same tired excuses 
to the fact th at you didn't make 
it. ., . 
Well,- ttlere it is. ,.either shape 
up (grow-u'p ) or have the editor 
save yoti.Y last letter so he can 
reprint i t °'.when you get your 
Masters. ·I-~sh I could spare you 
10 per cE;nt-of the pride I'll take · 
in my degree. 
Jim Moitke 
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Playing in the ~liege_ ~owl 
It's glorious 'til they take away your buzzer 
By DANA EAGLES 
Editor-In-Chief 
Tom Terrell of YKWWS holds 
a cylinder with a push-button on 
its top firmly in his fist, his arm 
held straight out from his body, 
the rest of his large frame 
supported by another arm 
balancing and pivoting on the 
.cafeteria-type folding table. 
His manner is boisterous; his 
~xpressions alternate between 
anticipation and confusion; the 
phrases he speaks are short, and : 
set apart from his questioner's 
questions, nonsensical. 
He's the captain of 
YKKWWS-You Know What We 
Say-and his team is winning 
another match in the College 
Bowl, FTU's seven-year tradition 
of springtime brain tournaments 
based on television's "GE 
College Bowl" of the '60s. · 
Twenty-two teams make up 
the tournament, which was to 
find a champion last night and a 
group of all-stars. Most of them 
represent organizations, like 
YKWWS's competitors, the 
Arnold Air Society. Others, like 
YKWWS, are conglomerations of 
individuals, there because they 
know a lot or thought it would 
be fun, with strange names like 
the Camel Drivers and the 
Bush wackers. 
Lawson questioner 
Dr. Ken Lawson, director of 
the ViHage Center and 
quizmaster for all seven years, 
says he fishes the questions out 
of reference material -and study 
books for medical and legal 
exams. 
Questions like, "Who was the 
president of the University of 
Arkansas from 1939· to 1941 
and who later became a U.S. 
senator?" 
Terrell knows the answer. 
Where he learned that piece of 
information or · whether he's just 
taking an educated guess is 
known only to himself. The 
audience doesn't know-when 
they do, they whisper to their 
friends next to them, and 
wrinkle their brows disgustedly 
when the teams can't answer. 
Terrell's eyes light up, and 
one can almost imagine the 
impulse traveling from his brain 
where the item was ferreted 
from some dark corner, down 
the outstretched arm to his 
thumb, the trigger finger, set like 
a mousetrap on the College Bowl 
buzzer, his window to ten 
points. 
Terrell jams down hard on his 
noisemaker, threatening to drive 
the buzzer grip right through the 
t.able, setting off an excruciating 
din. He has been announced. All 
eyes are upon him. 
· "Willial Fulbright," he says. 
The audience is amazed, his 
teammates are pleased, the 
Arnold Air Society is frustrated. 
Winning the "toss-up," 
though, is only the beginning. 
There's al ways the bonus 
questions a team may answer for 
extra points .if a team member 
takes the toss-up. 
Questions like, "Who wrote 
the Thtee-Penny Opera?" and 
"Snodonia is a national park in 
what country?" and "What 
philosopher's goal was it to show 
the fly the way out of the fly 
bottle?" 
Some are easier 
They're not all qui~ sp 
obscure. When Lawson asks in 
which mountain range is Mt. · 
Everest located, the cacophony 
of different pitches of buzzers 
sounds like a barnyard full of 
angry geese. 
Dave Kramer, captain of the 
. \ . -
Arnold Air Society's delegation . 
buzzes first, and the light in 
front of him illuminates like the 
"idea" light bulb in an old Ford 
commercial. Kramer tells him 
it's the Himalayas, and no one is 
surprised. It was too easy. They 
get t~e bonus anyway. 
Lawson- takes a sip from a can 
of iced tea, wetting a whistle dry 
from a week of nights asking 
questions. "I need some 
answers," Lawson says when the 
air society's time is up. · 
"So do I," says Kramer 
dejectedly. 
At one point, air society 
memlier Jo.tin Woodward beats . 
his head with the palm of his 
hand, then slamming it down on 
the table, trying without results 
to find a misplaced piece of 
knowledge. The air society 
sweats. They're losing 211-130. 
Lawson stumbles over names 
of Turkish presidents it would 
take a foreign language major to -
pronounce. The questions are 
unrelenting. What is pepsinogen? 
What revolt took place in a 
typhoon in 1944? 
"The Phillipine Civil Wat!" 
says YKWWS. 
"World - War II?" offet the 
airmen. 
"The Caine Mutiny," Lawson 
says finallY., flipping over the 
question card and looking at the 
next with a finality he's refined 
from--rn--any years of 
quizmastering~ 
• • ..... .j 
Less ~pphi,sticated 
It's not quite as sophisticated 
as the GE College Bowl. The 
team members aren't dressed in 
the skinny ties and Ivy League 
suits. that made them the Qride 
of middle-class college-going 
America a decade ago. The lights 
aren't there, or the cameras. The 
organization isn't as tight. 
Millions nationwide don't tune it 
in weekly. 
FTU's players seem more 
content in ope~· Rshirts and 
shorts, the me 's' hairy legs 
dangling under the tables. Their 
world is the Multipurpose Room 
and the handful of spectators 
that gather there from 6 to 10 
each night. The players don't 
conduct themselves so formally, 
and .Lawson has to keep 
reminding the judge to ring the 
bell when the players' time for 
mulling has expired. 
ln the end, the Arnold Air 
Society loses. Terrell is elated. 
When the matches end, the 
losers usually are frustrated 
more for what they couldn't 
remember than what they didn't 
know. And no one seriously . 
questions the actual value of 
knowing where you would find 
the Westminister bridge or who 
the Fighter of the Year was in 
1937, 1938, and 1941. It is, 
after all, only a game. 
And being a double 
elimination tournament, it's ·not 
over until a team loses twice, 
something that will happen to 
every team but one. 
Then they come oYer and 
console you, say you played a 
good match but it's over, thank 
you for participating. They 
don't schedule you for another 
night, they take away the name 
card that sat in front of you 
while you played and linked 
your name with the answers you 
used to impress your audience 
and yourself. 
And worst of all, they take 
a way your buzzer, that 
mPchanism that gave you alone 
· _ floor, that t.old all gathered 
. that you heard the questions, 
you knew the answers, and just 
as\ important, you knew them 
first. 
1 JOHN WOODWARD of 
Arnold Air Society beats his 
head with the palm of his 
·hand, trying to find a 
misplaced piece of 
knowledge. Questions may 
. range from the names of 
Turkish presidents to 
revolts during typltoons. 
DR. KEN LAWSON, 
director of Village Center 
and quizmaster for the 
seven years of tournaments, 
formulate& questions · from 
reference material and 
study books for medical . 
and legal _e~ms. 
Photos by Mike Padgett 
TOM TERRELL of the 
YKWWS college bowl quiz 
team grasps the button 
firmly as he waits for the 
question. His team was 
among 22 competing in 
· FT U' s . an nu c.il brain 
tournament. 
~4.~IN:$URANCE~ ~if""·~~········ ········-·-··· ' '. ---··-·. · 1~~~~~~~ 
I Sky-high aulo insurance rates I 
I based on private, business liveS I 
. ~ 
by ANNE MERRITT have insurance with our We can prejudge what a person's 
staff Writer company, we can put the driving history might be by 
One of the moments most insurance on your . parents' knowing his occupation," said 
· people look forward to is when insurance and give a ·multi-car Bagwell. 
th~y finally own an automobile, insurance discount in addition to State Farm also takes into 
be it new or used. With that new the other discounts we offer consideration the make and 
automobile, however comes the students." The other discounts model of the {!~_, age of the car 
shock of having to pay a are the good grade discounts and and "if the car is in good 
sometimes exorbitant auto a driver's education discount. condition." Bagwell said his 
insurance rate. Nationwide, according to company determines if a car is in 
Many Fl'U students, forced to Bond t also takes i ~to good condition by looking at the 
pay high auto insurance rates, consfd~Ilrh Ct.he age of the brakes, the tires, the paint job 
are asking what these rates are driverl;Hiori-.i the car will be used and upholstery~ "In general, 
based on. According to a and the driving record of the what does it (the car) look like? 
random $ample of five leading person seeking insurance. Do they keep it in good shape?". 
auto insurance companies, rates ~ • toJ!lobile .insurance are the questions Bagwell said 
are based on many criteria, ~omp) , in addition to the company aaks. - · 
including the age of · the inves-1ig.a.iRtg the automobile, Bagwell continued, "We :are 
driver(s}, make and model of the takes into the consideration an very careful to note where they 
car, and the driver's accident· and ind iv· u.a 1 's person al (the person seeking insurance) 
violations record. back11:oun J . live and what their hoµse looks 
Kent Powers, an agent for Jess .. ~well, spokesman for like~ We like to know if they are 
Allstate Insurance Co., said his State Farm Insurance, said State new residents to the area. We 
firm bases their auto insurance Farm takes into consideration want to know the home 
rates on four items: the age of the number of violations and ·
1 
addressed for the past three 
the driver, number of years lhe tickets over the past five years years. 
driver has been driving, instead of the state required "We take into consideration 
accidents, traffic violations and three years. "We like to establish the characteristics of the car and 
citations in the past three years, , a pattern," said Bagwell "Three the individual and tben we try to 
and the size and cost of the years is not gl\llerally long formulate a person's moral 
aut.omobile. enoul!h to deteqnfne a person's character," said Bagwell 
- Po we rs said, "The more driving record."" ~ · 
expensive an automobile is, the State Farm offers the same 
higher the insurance rates will student discounts as Nationwide 
be." and Kemper. 
According t.o Powers, Allstate ) n d e t e r m i n i n g t h e 
offers no discounts to students. automobile insurance rates, 
American Fire and Casualty Bagwell said a person's . 
requires the same information occupation is "very important. 
Allstate does, except the 
company also takes into 
consideration the way the car 
will be used and the age of car. 
Kemper Insurance offers 
discounts to students with good 
grades. If a student has a B or 
better grade point average, they 
are entitled to a discount in 
insurance rates. A driver's 
education discount is ·also -
available to those . students who 
can produce a certificate proving 
they have taken the course. 
Pdscilla Macaluso, a 
spokesperson for Kemper, said 
the company takes into 
consideration the drivers 
occupation, the number of 
accidents and violations the 
driver has accumulated and the 
make the model of the 
automobile. 
"Insurance is cheaper for a 
student, if you live.. at home," 
said James Bond, an agent for 
Nationwise insurance. "If you 
live at home and are living with 
your parents?. an~- r._~u-~ _p~nts 
luxurious iiving 
along freshwater 
shores 
Swafilbudders 
and landlubbers ~ ' · · alike may find · 
a leeward haven 
trre 
one and t\wbedroom ' 
·apartments. °"e 
bedl1>0ID townhouses with 
. IOfty sleeping qUll'ters ' 
Pro• $1iO 
East Aloma and Hall Road 
'tis here you can rest 
your dinghy 
."&78-2223 . 
~ . ~· ~ 
LUB'E Ir OIL - - -SJ 99 (UP TO 5 QUARTS) 
• WITH l.D. 
~~ 
., ITIRE CENTERS 
41"1 Jb.hn Young Parkway 
Orlando, Fla. 32804 
295-7063 
_ ... 
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'Happy Days' nostalgia 
draws library foil owing 
By KERRY .FAUNCE 
Associate Editor 
The nostalgia craze may be 
windind down 'across the 
country. This new ara of 
glamorized retrospect began 
with the comeback of the '50s 
style ice cream parlors and 
hamburger stands, catalogs, signs 
and clothing from the 18th and 
19th centuries, automobiles 
from the eary 1900s and movies 
based on American life since the 
Revolutionary War. The ice 
cream parlors and hamburge~ 
stands still remain. So do some 
of the catalogs signs and 
clothing. But only a few 
nostalgic movies have caught on, 
and only a few of the television · 
programs are surviving the 
ratings race. 
One program that has 
survived-and with much 
allegiance from the younger 
generation is "Happy Days." 
Aired on weekdays at 11: 30 
a.m. on Channel 9, "Happy 
·Days" draws crowds of 10 to 25 
students daily in .the library 
lobby. Loyal fans crouch with 
not.ebooks in front of the tube, 
Only a few remants of the 
'70s nostalgia craze have 
survived. One of thel'.11, the 
enormously successful 
uHappy Days," depicts the 
lives of young people in the 
'50s. 
drape themselves over the four 
or five ch&irs or sprawl across 
the floor as Richie and the 
"Fonz"· (two of the most 
popular charact.ers played by 
Ron Howard and Henry Winkler, 
respectively) face the problems 
of the 1950s youth. In fact, no 
other daytime programs are able 
. to draw such a crowd in the 
Photo by Dana Eagles 
Rickety sax 
RALF REYNOLDS, a Rosie O'Grady's dixieland band 
member, brought along his 1924 Conn bass saxophone 
when the group was brought by the Village Center to 
entertain at a VC Green cookout sponsored by Saga food 
service. Another cookout is planned for May 27, but no 
entertainment has yet been arranged. 
library. 
"I catch it whenever I can,,, 
explained Chuck Colter, a 
. sophomore pre-med student. 
Colter says he likes "Happy 
Days" because of the nostalgia. 
He attributes the program's 
popularity to a sense of identity 
college students have with the 
.-characters. "People see a lot of 
tiieln.Selves in the characters," he 
conjectured. 
Others like "Happy Days" 
because it paints an idealistic 
image of the '50s era. "It's just a 
good program about young 
people," explained Glen 
Cunningham, a freshman 
majoring in engineering. 
Cunningham feels the 
program's success is as much 
because of its charact.erizations 
as its nostalgic impact. "I like 
Richie," he said. "He seems like 
the all-American boy." 
While Richie holds much of 
the popularity, Fonzie, by far, 
takes the spotlight among FTU's 
fans. 
"Colter said he likes the Fonz 
because "he's always got all the 
answers." 
SIGHTS 
and 
SOUNDS 
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'Baroque' 
group plays 
Sunday 
Basically Baroque, the FTU 
faculty ensemble, will perform 
in concert Sunday at 8: 30 p. m. 
in the Rehearsal Hall. 
The ensemble, organized in 
the fall of 1973, includes Music 
Department faculty members 
Sabina Micarelli, Violin; Dr. 
Gary Wolf, piano; Mrs. Patricia 
Stenberg, oboe and recorders; 
and Dr. Lee Eubank, string bass. 
In addition, two guests artists 
will join the ensemble for 
Sunday night's concert: John 
Borg, principal violist for the 
West Coast Symphony· in 
Sarasota, and John Norton, a 
clarinetist and graduate student 
at FTU. 
The program will include 
works by Prowo, Telemann, 
Leoffler and Prokofiev, and is 
free and open to the public. 
Photo by Alan Geeslin 
STUDENTS GATHER each weekday at 11:30 a.m. in the 
library lobby to watch reruns of "Happy Days," a show 
with '50s teenage characters with whom today's college . 
st~dents can identify. 
- ·-
Upcoming events 
vc--goes video 
with ~Prisoner' 
The VC goes video this week, 
beinging t ·he science 
fiction-suspense TV series "The 
Prisoner" to the VCAR screen at 
8: 30 Wednesday night. 
Eight of the 17 segments of 
the series, which stars Patrick 
McGoohan, will be shown by the 
VC. The premier episode, 
"Arrival," plus "Many Happy 
Returns" and "Schizoid Man" 
will be shown Wednesday night. 
The other five installments will 
be shown May 26 and June 2. 
In the premier episode, The 
Prisoner finds himself abducted 
from his native London and 
moved to a strange new world-a 
quiet village, menacing and 
beautiful at the same time. The 
other two segments detail his 
first try at escaping and an 
attempt by his captors to split 
his personality. · 
Tonight and Sunday night at 
8: 30 in the VCAR, Robert 
Redford portrays "Jeremiah 
Johnson," a loner who came up 
from the lowlands to survive in 
the mountain wilderness. 
The film. made before 
Redford became a superstar, is 
not to be missed if only for its 
fabulous cinematography. 
Dr. W. Rex Brown, 
vice-president for student affairs, 
will be featured in the series 
· "Meet Your Administrator" 
today from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Brown will speak and answer 
PATRICK McGOOHAN 
-'The Prisoner' returns 
questions on such topics as 
on-campus housing, health 
insurance and Student 
Government. 
The second annual VC Print 
Competition begins Monday and 
will be displayed through May 
31 in the VC Art Gallery. A 
reception will open the event 
Monday at 2 p;m. in .the gallery. 
Three purchase awards of $200 
. are being offered as prizes. Most 
of the entran~ are out-of-state 
professionals. 
Son: Will Rogers' hum9r pointed,_ never bitter 
conditions of the Depression, 
'cause they're not smart enough 
to have thought of all those 
things." 
WILL ROGERS JR. 
-Da~ not a gag man 
By ARLA FILKO 
Staff Writer 
"Dad wrote all of his own 
mat.erial," says Will Rogers Jr. 
But Will Rogers Jr. was not a gag 
man. He used his humor to make 
a point more than to entertain, 
but it was never marked by 
malice or bitterness. "All 
humorists are satirists," said 
Rogers, 65 speaking to a crowd 
of about 100 in the Village 
Center Tuesday night. "Mark 
Twain became bitter and sour in 
his later years, but the humor of 
. Will Rogers was never hateful."· 
· Rogers, the commentator and · 
actor who died in 1935, wrot.e a 
daily newspaper column durin~ _ 
the 1920s and early '30s that 
was syndicated in hundreds of 
newspapers around the country. 
In his column he commented on 
the politics, politicians and 
economic conditions of his day. 
During the Great Depression, 
according to the younger 
Rogers, the column was used to 
bring the country together. 
"Dad was a major political 
influence," said Rogers, adding, 
"People would read the 
headlines, then read what Will 
Rogers had to say about the 
headlines." 
Oklahoman Rogers had 
friends in both political parties 
but was careful, according to his 
son, never to be tied up with 
either persuasion. "Dad was 
· always for the outs and against . 
the ins," said Rogers adding that 
his father was a close friend of 
presidents Wilson through 
Roosevelt, but especially liked 
Calvin Coolidge. "It wasn't that 
Collidge done nothing, but that 
he 9id it better than anyone 
else," said the elder Rogers. 
Rogers was not, according to 
his son, namby-pamby in nis 
newspaper columns, despite his 
defense of the underdog. "He 
was intensely critical of the 
Hoover Administratfon during 
the Depression," says Rogers. 
His fatber is credited with 
saying, "Don't blame the 
Republicans for all the 
He was a man of infinite 
energy and tremendous drive, 
according to his son, and 
channeled much of his energy 
into the pursuit of things 
mechanical. It was his love of 
flying that led to his death in a 
seaplane over Alaska on an 
expedition with the American 
Wiley Post. 
Rogers points out the irony 
of his father's death in Alaska, 
the most remote spot in the 
United States, when he loved 
people so much. · - --
Record review 
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New dimensions 
.. 
JOHANN K. EYFELLS, left, associate professor of art 
stands near his "Monumental Pneumatic Floatin~ 
Sculpture," left. Pictured below is the "illtimate 
Dimension" labyrinth (inside tent) ~nd structure which one 
of its creators, associate professor of art Dr. Walter 
...-----Gaudnek, calls a combinatiqn between a pendulum and an----
"ideal helicopter." The pieces below were built by Gaudnek 
and FTU art students. The meanings of both the inner tube 
structure, Gaudnek's maze, which he frequently adds to, 
and the pendulum are open to interpretation, have been 
featured at prestigious exhibits in other cities~ and were 
photographed at "Dimensions '76," the six-day Bicentennial · 
festival of the arts and sciences held last week at Orlando's 
Loch Haven Park. Groups from FTU's English, art and 
drama departments participated in the festival. · 
:--:·.1-..:::' ...... - --. 
~caggs doffs blues 
in ·'Silk Degrees' 
By MYRON CARDEN 
Associat_e Editor 
The light, breezy, soulful but 
jazzy ballad "Harbor Lights" 
which closes side one shows his 
talent with ballads. "Slow 
Dancer" showe him to be a 
tremendous writer and stylist ·of 
;allads with such songs as the 
title track, "There Is Someone 
·~ r Else" and "Take It for 
Granted." 
Fast-tempo drumming quickly 
yielding to the reliable heavy 
disco drumming opens 
"Lowdown." This soulful rocker 
is followed by the single "It's 
Over." This pleasant melody is 
not only easy to dance to, but 
has the type of chorus which is 
impossibl~ not to sing along 
with. 
Scaggs' foray in to reggae · 
music is heard on "Love Me 
,Jomorrow." Offbeat harmonies 
and swirling · rhythms and 
percussion make this otherwise 
undistinguished song strangely 
attractive. 
The fast-moving "Lido 
Shuffle" features a heaW bass . 
line in the newfound disco 
formula. Scaggs' fast-moving 
voice at times reaching note for 
note along with the horns ,_ 
increases the impact of the 
high-stepping tune. 
Scaggs' master stroke on the 
<tibu.m is the concluding ballad 
- • "We're All Alone." His tender . 
Two student 
art displays 
open Monday 
Two student art displays will 
open Monday, one of which will 
be judged with $300 in awards 
going to the winning entries. 
Today is the deadline for last 
... -minute entries in the third 
40> ~A TRA (FTU Student . Art 
Association) art competition this 
year. Co-sponsored by SATRA 
and Student Government, SG 
will buy the winning entries to 
be put in a permanent" student 
art collection. 
The works will be on exhibit 
for the rest of the quarter and 
- will be judged Monday in the 
.. Student Organizations Lounge. 
The original photos which 
;;ere reprinted to make up 
Lumen Essence," a portfolib of 
stud~nt photography, will be on 
display in the library lobby 
starting Monday. 
''Lumen Essence" was 
published recently by the · 
• .... otographic Artists Publication 
Committ.ee. 
emotional rendering of the 
tranquil lyrics against an 
. uncluttered background makes 
D.evelop1nental Center N.E. . OFF DEAN ROAD 
Country living 4 bdrm, 11h . . 
· the . song a love ballad of 
inimitable force. aid to study' adj.ust1nent bath mobile home - _family 
room, large wooded lot plus 
fantastic workshop, carport & .. 
boat shelter, chain link fence, 
low 20's . Ruth Rulo, Realtor. 
Area One, Inc. ·647:8111 
----. The advert of the disco age 
has inevitably brought many 
rock artists into the disco field. 
Among them David Bowie, the 
Doobie Brothers and now Boz 
Scaggs. 
Scaggs, former guitarist with 
the Steve Miller Band in the 
"Living In the USA" days, has 
shed almost any resemblance to . 
the blues-rock sideman of the 
lat.e '60s as evidenced by the 
release of "Silk Degrees." 
_ "Silk Degress" would be at 
least worthy of a "95" on 
".American Bandstand" because 
as a typical bandstander might 
say, it has a "good beat and 
easiness to dance to." Laden 
throughout with heavy disco 
drumming, dripping horn 
sections and sweet female 
harmonies, the album is sure to 
give Scaggs the national 
recognition he deserved but 
didn't receive for last year's 
"Slow Dancer" release. · 
''What Can I Say" and 
"Georgia" lead off the Joe 
Wissert-produced album. Both 
show the careful orchestration 
and · tightness of the 
instrumentation missing in the 
"Slow Dancer," produced by 
Johnny Bristol. The mid-tempo 
rockers also point out the 
continuing development of 
Scaggs' voice. His throaty 
intonations at times appear to be 
almost angelic. 
A Wet Willie-type Sou.th.ern 
rocker, 'Jllmp Street," follows 
and shows conversely how 
Scaggs has found the perfect 
genre for his talents. An 
irritating slide guitar and a 
chugging pump piano dominate 
the tunes by immediately 
following · the two easy disco 
rockers; the craziness of the song . 
is ·only accentuated. 
. Of the 662 students that 
graduated last spring, one out of 
every three sought the services 
of the FTU Developmental 
Center, . the professional 
counseling, testing and service 
program available without cost 
to all students. 
The Developmental Center is 
located on the first floor of 
Dorm C and is staffed by 
counselors backgrounded in 
various professional areas. The 
staff includes three 
psychologists. 
The Developmental Center 
exists not on]y to aid student in 
overcoming learning disabilities 
and solving personal-social 
adjustment problems, but to 
select vocational-educational 
objectives, develop reading and 
study skills and prepare for . 
professional and graduate school 
exams, according to Dr. David 
A Tucker, center director. 
One out of every three 
full-time students enrolled last 
year, about 2,880 students, used 
the services provided at the 
Developmentaf Center, Tucker 
said. 
"We invite students in who 
are having . academic 
difficulties," said Tucker, adding 
the center attempts to help the · 
person clarify his concerns. 
The .Developmental Skill L&b 
at the Center offers programs to 
build reading comprehension, 
English skills, spelling, 
m·athematics, vocabulary 
building With· Greek and · Latin 
·and reading and reasoning 
seminars. 
. "We provide a place for · 
students to co·me and talk with a 
qualified professional," said · 
Tucker, wh_o described the 
personal counseling pr~grams as 
"designed to help them (the 
s_tudents) p~t i.~ all together." 
( . ,,f,.t~,·· iJ .& ·BUSEoeiAillol 
." ;:'! 'PARTS INC. Ill ~ . East Hwy. 50 Bithlo, Fla:· 
· a a ffi . Ne.w· radiators & repairs · ' 
ru . ·Import - Americ3n -·Truck parts m 
B~· Cash f~r junk or" wrecked co 'rs & tr!J.Cks \ ~B 
· Open seven dc;mys 568-2131 
I . - - - ." 
ff > . - e B .' E!!!!!!!555JBr:lf.:I ====1m B!.555551SEE=aii 
The psychologicai counseling 
involves, learning some of the -
th~ngs that motivate us, 
according to Tucker. It teaches 
the students to deal with himself 
and others and to relax through. 
behavior .modification programs . . 
"We teach students to relax 
instead of getting uptight over 
exams,"· said Tucker, adding, 
"We act the way we tell 
ourselves to." 
Marriage counseling is among 
the professional counseling 
services available at the Center 
and last year approvimately 100 
married students visited - the 
Developmental Center. 
An extensive array of 
vocational, occupational and 
special interest · tests are also 
available at the center. 
Furnished Apts. 
2 Bdrm. Apts. $177 mo. 
lnd.ividual - $50/$62 
3770 Khayyn Ave. -
University Highlands 
894-2970 
or· 671-5001 
UN·iYEilSIT~ . "IGffLAND. 
·2 & 3 bedroom apts_~ · 
Individuals $50-$70 
Couples $140 321•00-14 . 
_12095 DESCART~ APTS. -&-9 a.m. 5-11 -pJ,n. 
ATTENTION 
DORM 
RESIDENTS 
THERE ARE NOW OPENINGS 
FOR 
RESIDENTS LIFE BOARD 
o-= DIRECTORS • 76•77 • 
COME BY HO.USING OFFICE 
· BEFORE NOON MONDAY 
17th TO FILL OUT .SIGN UP 
. . 
-SHEET AND INFORMATION 
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·OF EVENTS 
EVE:WT 
May 14-May 20, 1976 
TIME 
FRIDAY, MAY 14 
Fair 
SG 
Renaissance Festival 
Meet Your Administrator 
SG 
United'Campus Ministry 
Bible Study 
SG Committee Meeting 
Aqua Knights and Tyes 
Movie 
8a.m.-4 p.m. 
9 a.m.-11 a.m. 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
.10: 30 a.m.-2 p.m. 
11 a.m.-Noon 
1 p.m.-2 p-.m. 
2 p.m.-4 p.m. 
6 p.m.-Midnight 
8:30 p.m. 
SATURDAY, MAY 15 
Sigma Chi Pledge Class 
Delta Tau Delta 
Delta Tau Delta 
Student Accounting 
Society 
Del ta Sigma The ta 
8 a.m.-9 p.m. 
9 a.m.-6 p.m. 
11 a.m.-3 p.m. 
Noon-4 p.m. 
2 p.m.-6 p.m. 
SUNDAY, MAY 16 
YMCA 
z.eta Tau Alpha 
TKE 
SAE 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Movie 
10 a.m.-5 p.m. 
5 p.m.-8: 30 p.m. 
6 p~m.-9 p.m. 
6 p.m.-10 p.m. 
7 p.m.-10 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
I 
MONDAY, MAY 17 
United Campus Ministry 
Bible Study 
Residence Life .Board 
of Directors 
VC Cultural Events Comm. 
Favors 
VC Board 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Little Sisters 
Karate Le~sons 
Tri Delta 
Yoga 
· Tyes . 
FTU Gay Student 
Association 
Lamda Chi 
Bridge 
11 a.m.-Noon 
Noon-1 p.m. -
2 p.m.-4 p.m. 
3 p.m.-4 p.m. 
4 p.m.-6 p.m. 
5 p.m.-7 p.m. 
6 p.m.-8 p.m. 
6 p.m.-10 p.m. 
7 p.m.-9 p.m. 
7 p.m.-10 p.m. 
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m. 
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m. 
7:30 p.m.-11:30 p.'m. 
TUESDAY, MAY 18 
ATO 
United Campus Ministry 
Bible Study 
SG 
Chapter of AMA 
Spirit Programs 
IFC 
Pegasus Pedalers 
FTU Aqua Knights 
APO . 
Fencing 
Conflict Simulations 
Athletic Banquet 
TKE Little Sisters 
Inter Varsity Fellowship 
Bible Study . 
Fellowship of Christian 
Athletes 
FTU Christian Fellowship 
11 a.m.-Noon 
11 a.m.-Noon 
_Noon-1 p.m. 
Noon-1 p.tn. 
2 p.m.-3 p.m. 
3 p.m.-4 p.m. 
4 p.m.-5 p.m. 
4 p.m.-5 p.m. 
4 p.m.-6 p.m. 
4 p.m.-6 p.m. 
· 6 p.m.-11 p.m. 
7 p.m.-9:30 p.ni. 
7 p.m.-8:30 p.m. 
7 p.m.-9 p.m. 
7 p.m.-9 p.m. 
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m. 
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 19 
United Campus Ministry · 10 a.m.-11 a.m. 
Bible Study 
Social Work Student 2 p.m.-·3 p.m. 
Organization 
VC Speakers .Committee · 4 ·p.m.-6 p.m. 
APO Boy Scouts. 4 p.m.-9 p.m. 
Karate Lessons 6 p.m.-8 p.m. 
APO 6 p.m.-8 p.m. 
Shakespeare Rehearsal 6 p.m.-11 p.m. 
THURSDAY, MAY 20 
Oviedo High School 8 a.m.-10 a.m. 
Work Experience Program . 
United Campus Ministry 11 a.m.-Noon 
. Bible Study 
Student Prqductions 11 a.m.-Noon 
SG 11 a.m.-Noon 
Captains Meeting Noon-1 p.m. 
SG Senate Noon-2 p.m. 
Delta Sigma Pi Noon-1 1p.m. 
Computer Engineering Noon-1 p.m. 
Society 
Student Accounting Society Noon-1 p.rri. 
Phi Chi Theta Noon-1 p_.m. 
Moth a Noon-1 p~m. 
SG LJR Committee 3 p.m.-5 p.m. 
United Campus Ministry 3 p. m.-4 p.m. 
Bible Study 
LOCATION 
VC Green 
VC Patio 
VC Green 
Stud. Org. Lg. 
VC200 
GCB 110 
VC 200 
Lake Claire 
VCAR 
Lake Claire 
VCAR "A" "B" 
vc 200 ' 
Lake Claire 
GCB 102 
Lake Claire 
GCB 114, 115 
Multipurpose 
GCB 224 
GCB 216 
VCA.R 
GCB 224 
Knigh~Room 
VC Gallery 
VC200 
vc-200 
Stud. Org. Lg. 
Multipurpose 
GCB 225 
LIB. 244 . 
Stud. Org. Lg. 
-~£ '2H 
• •!"~ ~u·,--
. )[G-2QQ ' 
At'C'B 114" 
·!.VC'.'2d0 
l~1~ob 
-vlr214 . 
- ~t~d. Org. Lg. 
VC200 
VCAR 
vc 211 
Multipurpose 
vc 214 
ENGR 336 
VC 200 
ENGR 109 
SC 115 
GCB 102 
VC200 
VC200 
VC211 
Multipurpose 
VC200 
vc 214 
Knight Room 
GCB 114 
VC200 
VC214 
vc 200 
ENGR 359 
GCB 103, 110 
ENGR 203 
GCB 216 
GCB 114, 116 
ENAUD 
VC200 
GCB 110 
Cuts necessary . 
A&SF budget requests 
face stricter scrutiny 
Any organization wishing to The remaining organizations requesting money include the 
receive ~oney from the Activity requesting money were Pep Band, the Music 
and Service Fee (A&SF) Budget 1 interviewed by the Student Department, the Black Student 
for 1976-77 must submit a -Finance Committee this week. Union, extramurals, intramurals · 
three-year projection for use of Walsh said the Residence recreation, intercollegiat~ 
the funds by June 15 to Student Centers are requesting money athletics, the Village Center and 
Body Vice-President Rick Walsh for the first time and that the the Future. 
and will be required to meet Orientation and Sportsman Club · ' ' When the Student ~ 
either monthly or quarterly with requests are also new. Government allocates money it 
Walsh to account for how the 0 th e r organizations has a responsibility to· know how 
money is being spent. 6 - it is being spent," said Walsh. 
"I'll know exactly where 
every penny is at all times," said 
Walsh adding, "We're going to 
make them account for that 
money but I'm not trying to_ tell 
, them how to spend it." 
The $800,000 budget, which 
will fund 19 different campus 
organizations, is a slight increase 
over last year's budget. 
The procedure for obtaining 
money is virtually the same as 
last year, said Walsh, but now 
each ·organization must defend 
its budget request rhroughout 
the year. 
Walsh said total requests from 
. campus organizations run 
$500,000 over the amount of 
funds available, necessitating a 
reduction of many budget 
requests. The Sportsman Club 
requested $6,908, and was 
allocated $3,500, Shakespeare 
for the Public requested $4,020 
and was allocated $3,413, the 
Child . Care Center ' requested 
$20,543, and was allocated 
$20,343, the Debate Team 
requested $22,100 and was 
allocated $21,500, the Theatre 
· D~11artment requested $10,600 
ap~ ... was allocated $9.755 and 
·ve'teran's Certification was 
allocated $8,353 in th'e 1976-77 
year but will not be funded the 
1977-78 year. 
FOR SALE 
Bedroom . outfit, Walnut, 
Nightstand - Headboard -
Double Dresser - Chest of 
Drawers - $75. 277-0752. 
Nice 
For SAie: 10 Speed Bike, 
$55; Guitar w/case $50; 
Slide rule w/case, $12. Call 
645-5043. 
Motorcycle - French ,_ For 
Sale. 170 miles per gallon. 5 
months old. Idea1 for 
students on campus. $150, 
or best offer. Tel. 
671-0697. 
Home For Sale. •Spacious 3 
bdrm., 2 bath, brickfront 
on canal. Lovely 
neighborhood, close to FTU 
& Aloma Over 1700 sq. ft . . 
living area, double garage, 
large eat-in kitchen, fenced, 
carpeted, central H/A, 
many extras. $35,900. 
273-9087 eves. · and 
weekends. On campus 2865 
days. Carol 
MICROWAVE OVEN 
SALE: Double Discount On 
Amana & Astro-Chef 747. 
All New Ovens. Lowest 
·Prices in Florida. Save 50% 
to · 7 5% of your electricity 
when cooking. Also 10% 
Discount on Vitamins, 
Cosmetics & Perfumes & 
Fresh from the Laboratory 
To You. Call Mr. Mead 
422-2314. 
· Senate proposal 
ups student loans 
. Senator Robert Grahamn has introduced a proposal that would 
increase the amount of funds available for student loans and would 
also provide increased intern possibilities for Florida higher education 
students. 
The bill, which passed the Senate Education Committee and is now 
tagged for the Senate Ways and Means Committee, would increase the 
amount of bonds sold for loan purposes from $40 million to $100 
million. 
It also woti!d creat a public service intern program. The bill 
provides for $300,000 for internships in both the public and private 
sector in 1976-77 . 
. The companion legislation in the house was temporarily passed by 
the House Education Committee and will be reconsidered. 
The S~n~te Ways and Means Committee. also voted Monday to slash 
$12.8 milhon from the State University System budget. President 
Charles N. Millica,n said he was "deeply disappointed" by the move. 
· Rep. Bill James's bill calling for a centralized admissions system 
was killed in the Hou~e- Education Committee. However, the 
committee did send to the full house a resolution that would provide 
a 12-member task force to look into the proposal and report to the 
1977 legislature. 
Legislation intJQ.duced by Rep. Richard Hodes that would alter the 
budgeting system,, of . the State University System was passed by the 
House Edu9ation : CQ.t:nmittee and is now in Appropriations. The bill 
requires th~ SUS to submit a six-year enrollment plan and a lump sum 
would be given each year to the system. on the basis of that plan. 
The House Education Committee also passed a bill that would 
pr~vid~ for a common calendar for the community college and 
umvers1ty system by Sept .. 1, 1978. The bill does not specify the type 
of ca,lendar to be. used. 
'64 Home -:qiade Motorhome 
- 22 ft. sleeps-- 4; ~ig., stove, 
sink, head~ ·· Price $1500 .. 
Call 644-8670. 
C-B Radios and accessories 
for sale. Call Mark Fry at 
275-3170 for more info. 
Sperry /Rem. Calculator 
$ 4 0 . S i n .e I C o s I Tan . 
Functions, etc. adaptor & 
new batteries are included. 
Phone Helena 295-9089. 
'7 2 TE.6 650cc TRIUMPH 
TROPHY EX,CELLENT 
CONDITIO.N · $750 
(Negotiable) Call 293-7793 
after 6 p.m. 
FOR RENT 
Duplex Furnished or 
Unfurnished, close to 
shopping and FTU. 
Reasonable rent. Ph. 
273-4581. 
HELP WANTED 
Need a job? . Want flexible 
hours? Work hard during 
the summer and then it will 
work fo~ you in the fall! 
Commission plus 'b.onus. 
896-8986. 
Baby Sitter -to care for 
triplets and 5 yr. old. Mom 
going on cruise June 16 -
· July 2. Live in or 8 - 5. 
Lake Conway Woods. 
851-2203. 
Clerk Typist some 
dictation, part time, 2-4 
hours daily. $2.50 per hr . 
Winter Park 644-4204. 
Intersting project. 
Sales Person wanted for 
FUT URE Advertising 
Department. 27 5-2865 on 
campus. 
SERVICES 
Typist - Experienced in all 
phases of work. IBM 
Selectric for professional 
results. Paper s-µpplied. On 
campus until noon. Please 
call Susie Weiss after 1: 00 
at 678-3481. · 
Handwriting· Illegible? Will 
type all materials, term 
papers, thesis, resumes, 
scripts, etc. Call 275-7962. 
PERSONAL 
Congrats to new 
sweethearts-· Caryl Curtis of 
Sigma Chi and Susan 
Higgins of Pike. We still love 
you Valerie! Tri Delta is 
No. l! 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Be Slender Once Again. The 
sure healthy way to lose 
weight. No drugs or 
chemicals. Opportunity to 
earn high profits at the 
same time. Call 896-7184. 
• 
• 
.. Varsity 4 takes 6th at 'Dad Vail' 
Crew places 5th in small college finals 
By MARK HESS 
Sports Editor 
FTU's Varsity 8 crew, breezed 
. through their first heat and 
upset third seeded Ithica in the 
semi-finals race in route to a 
fifth. place finish in the "Dad 
Vail" regatta, the small college 
national championships, last 
week in Philadelphia. 
The Varsity 4 team, consisting 
of members of the Junior 
Varsity team, battled rough 
water and inexperience to place 
sixth nationally in their division. 
Coast Guard, top-seeded an.d 
undefeated in small college 
races, easily won the small 
college championship never 
being seriously contested for the 
title. Coast Guard's only loss this 
season was to Harvard, the 
nations top crew team. 
In addition to the showing by 
the two FTU crew, Rollins and 
FIT fared well as the three 
Central Florida teams finished 
third, fourth and fifth in a 
·SPORTS·· 
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Lloyd 
• surprises 
'Stars' 
This week's "Superstar" 
competition was full of surprises 
in the men's competition, while 
Sally Thayer of Tyes is quickly 
pulling away from the pack in 
the women's division. 
The surprise was recorded in · 
the men's weightlifting event. 
Here, Al Lloyd upset favorite 
Milcf! Pannell with a heave of 
200 pounds. Pannell, who is 
representing , ROTC, was 
expec~d to capture the lifting 
contest, but he could only 
manage fifth place. 
After .six events in the 
Superstars, Mark Eason of Alpha 
Tau Omega is currently leading 
the men91s competition with 60 
total marks. Brad Raysin (49), 
Ken Renner ( 44), Gary Rudolph 
(43), Pannell (41), Burt Francis 
(41), Chuck Patrick (40), Doug 
Oyer (38), Calvin Lingelbach 
(37), Tim Curran (36), Craig 
Kaplan (35), Lloyd (35), Steve 
Eldridge (30), Steve Milkes (30), 
Jim Meyen (25) and .Paul 
Blanton (16) round off field far 
the men. 
Meanwhile, it's .a one-woman 
race jn the girl's category with 
Ms. Thayer out to a 
commandin~ lead with 71 
points. Linda Mitchell moved 
. int.o the second slot with -54 
marks, followed by Sue Jeary 
(52), Kathy Nulty (51), Debbie 
Stout (38), Kathy Schell (31) 
and Debbie Johnson (31). 
Last week's winner included: 
Gary Rudolph and Ms. Nulty in 
swimming, Eason and Ms. Nulty 
in bowling and Ms. Mit.chell in 
the basketball free throws. 
replay of both the state and 
regional races. 
In the Varsity 4 competition, 
24 boats were placed in the first 
heat with the top 12 boats 
coming back for the three 
semi-final races. The Varsity 4 
won their-qualifying heat and 
was to face Coast Guard, 
Georgetown, Jensen Beacl~, 
Buffalo State and St. Johns in 
the semi-finals, with only the 
top two boats going to the 
finals. 
Kamrad said the men did not 
feel very comfortable after their 
win in th~ first heat. Using 
borrowed equipment, Kamrad 
said they knew it would take an 
exceptionally good race to reach 
the finals. 
Coast Guard won the 
semi-final race, as expected, but 
the FTU squad rowed one of 
their finest races of the year and 
pulled in second with a shot at 
the finals. 
Kamrad said water conditions 
at the beginning of the final race 
were bad with rough water, 
· white caps and bad wind 
conditions. FTU's crew . was 
never in contention with Coast 
Guard for the lead, but battled 
for the third and fourth place 
spots before finally succumbing 
to the stronger and better 
equipped boats and a sixth place 
finish. 
"With the amount of 
sacrifice these people have 
put into the crew program 
it's a shame the people here 
didn't see the effort by 
these kids over the last few 
years." 
Crew coach 
Dennis Kamrad 
"We just couldn't muster the 
same smoothness as the 
semi-finals," Kamrad said. '~But . 
I was real pleased with their 
finish. They are a very young 
TKE, ZT A. win swimming titles 
crew, and for a crew with that 
level of expe-rience to finish 
sixth in the nation is extremely 
good." · 
In the battle of the big boys, 
the heavyweights, the 8-man 
crews, Kamrad said the FTU 
crew "performed magnificently 
throughout." 
Winning the first heat handily, 
Kamrad said the men felt they 
had something in reserve and felt 
good for their semi-final race. 
. With the luck of the draw, 
FTU chose almost the same 
exact teams which put them out 
of the competition at last year's 
race. Coast Guard and Ithica, 
two of the top ranked small 
college crews in the nation, were 
in the semi-final heat. Coast 
Guard . was ·the overwhelming 
favorite, and Ithica was . seeded 
third and the team whic.h 
eliminated FTU last year. 
Kamrad said the men "didn't 
get rattled" by the thought of 
their tough semi-final race, 
beating the Ithica crew by a 
length with a power surge in the 
last 300 meters after trailing the 
· entire race. 
"The race with Ithica may 
have taken something out of 
us," Kamrad said, "it took a 
superior effort." 
The final race placed Coast 
Guard, Trinity, Rollins, FIT, and 
FTU together. Coast Guard took 
the race easily in open water, 
but the real race was between 
the three Florida crew. 
Rollins got off to an 
extremely fast start, and 
although FTU paced the race 
perfectly, they could not catch 
the Tar boat. At the line, the 
FTU boat was only two feet 
behind the FIT crew and two 
feet out of a fourth place finish. 
There was never any open water 
between the three schools. 
"It's been a real privilege 
working with these kids,'' 
Kamrad said. "I've never worked 
with a finer group -0f kids for 
such a long period of time. We're 
going to miss them." 
Piran_has take water polo crown 
..----
Lambda Chi Alpha (LXA), by 
virtue of their 5-3 win over Tau 
Kappa Epsilon (TKE) last week, 
and the Piranhas, who were 
never seriously challenged for 
their lead in the independe-nt 
league, met last week for the 
campus championship in water 
polo. Piranhas won the match 
with a 3-2 squeeker over LXA. 
thirds for 53 points. Sigma Chi 
(SX) finished second with 29 
point.s and LXA followed in 
third with 26. Tom Hoffman 
and, Rick Walker took first's in 
the 200 Freestyle and 50 Breast 
to lead TKE's scoring. 
The battle was closely 
con tested, complete with 
numerous fouls by both teams 
and fierce defensive play. The 
Piranhas' Will Dennis proved to 
be the main offensive weapon 
scoring two goals and Steve 
Boyle added another. Randy 
Blankenship and Steve Hannan 
scored LXA's two goals. 
In women's softball, Tyes, 
-with only one loss, wrapped up 
their season by winning the 
softball title. In a consolation 
game between Tyes and the 
women's All-Stars, the end result 
was not as happy as the All-Stars 
bombed Tyes for 10 runs in the 
first inning and swamped them 
to. the ·final tune of 14-4. 
Team One, entered as an 
independent squad, captured 
five of the 10 events to take first 
from TKE II for the 
independent title. Winning tlie 
200 Medle relay, Team one also 
got first's from Bill Tyler in the 
200 Individual medley, David 
Carraway a double winner in the 
50 Free and 100 Free and took 
top honors in t.he 200 Free 
reJay. 
In -the women's swin meet, 
Zeta Tau Alpha (ZT A) collected 
42 points, outdistancing Tyes 
with 37 points. Mean Machine 
fmished third with 36. points. 
WOM&N'S WATER POLO began last weeK.. In early action, 
fyes S9rprity, shown here in their game with the Tadpoles, 
won their first two games of the season. Debbie. Brock and 
Debbie 'Rozelle combined for eight goals in Tyes' 9-7 win 
over the Tadpoles. 
TKE captured the futramural 
swim meet m the fraternity 
league last week combining two 
firsts; three seconds and two -
Janet Williams w.as the big 
swimmer for ZT A, taking first 
place honors in t.he 50 Breast 
and 50 Butterfly. ZTA also 
collect.ed wins in the 500 Free 
from Ginger McDougal and won 
the 200 Medley relay and 200 
Free relay. 
individual performance winning 
three events, the 200 Individual 
medley, 100 Free and 200 
Individual Free. Lynn Bigam 
took top honors in the 100 Free. 
In men's softball action, SX 
jumped into a quick lead with an 
unblemished 3-0 mark. TKE and 
LXA also spot unbeaten records 
in the fraternity le~e. April Nickson, swimming for Mean Machine, put on a good 
-~Tars boinh Swanger 8-3,_ 
Knights ~rop to 22-19 
Despit.e FTU's d~spairing baseball season, a 
-game with cross town-rival Rollins knows no 
favorites and as in any classic matchup, you can 
throw the reoord books away and get set for a 
bam burner. 
Rollins was still smarting from a 3-2 setback 
at the hands of the Knights last week. Evidently ,. 
team members t.ook pictures to bed with them of 
hurler Sam Swanger,s vicious fastball, because 
last week, they had big No. 19's number. 
"I knew ~ey would be sky-high," coach Jack 
Sexton said. "I knew they would be swinging the 
bats." And swin-g they did, as the Tars used three 
homeruns off Swanger to power their way to an. 
8-"3 win over the Knights. 
Larry Hart, -Woody Keys and John Castino all 
had one thing in common last week. They-saw a 
big 340-foot stamp on three Swanger pitches as 
the three Tars combined for six runs. 
Swanger started out shakey in the first inning, 
giving up four runs, one a two-run blast by Hart .. 
UnUke the last duel with Rollins, Swanger 
couldn't keep the Tars off balance, and unlike 
the Knights, Rollins could get key.hits when they 
needed them. 
Swanger settled down for the nerl three 
innings before the Tars stopped any mention of a 
comeback by the Knights as Swanger gave up his 
second homerun to Keys in the fifth to ,put 
Rollins ahead 6-2. 
FTU ~ame back with a run in the sixth, but 
C.SStino got hold of a sinking fastball and blasted 
it for another round-tripped and a 8-~ lead in the 
eighth. 
Swanger dropped to a 7-9 record and was to 
face the powerful Winter . P.ark team again 
Wednesday for the Knights final game. The 
Knights are 22-l9. 
,.--------------------------~ 
STtJDENTS ~ f/eMt''- 15% Discount IUScEil'S CA.OE IEiTAL 1043 qtYS'l\~L BOWL CIRCLE, 
C~ELBERRY FLA. 32707 
$5.00 a day ~ $20.00 per ~k 
Golfing Ladies & Men ~ipment SPORTSHOP Sportswear 
300 S. Semoran Blvd. (at East-West Expressway) 
ORLANDO, FLA. 32807 . PHONE 273-0483 
EasY to cany ~easy to launch! 
GROUP RAT 
'_ Ph. 831-5931 : . . 
In the independent standin.es. 
a four-way tie for first place haS 
developed in the Gold U!ague 
with God's Children leading 2-0. 
In the Black U!ague, the Sultans 
of Swat and Oriodo Torpedoes 
are tied for the league's front 
spot with the Sultans at 3-0 and 
the Torpedoes 2-0. 
.. 
Ty es, 
"o. I 
LOVE 87 
KHAYYAM 
APARTMENTS 
Summer term only 
$110.00 /mo. 
1 Bdrm. Furnished or odnimed 
3585 Khayyam :-Ave. 
.• Apt. 7 275-6255 
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